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Lexington Alabaster McGregor

Lexington Alabaster McGregor is a NPC controlled by GM SirSkully who appears in the Galactic Horizon
plot.

Lexington Alabaster McGregor

Alias/es: Lexi, Lex
Species & Gender: Male Half-Elf Nepleslian1)

Organization: Galactic Horizon
Occupation: Botanist

Rank: TBA
Current Placement: Horizon Expeditionary Force

Character Description

Lexi stands at a rather average 5’8” with a rather lean build due to their genetics leaning more towards
the Elven side of zer heritage, slim though with a small hint of toned muscle owing to their halfbreed-
nature – somewhat of a swimmer’s build with sculpted legs that lead up into a nicely formed and toned
behind, a somewhat tapered and defined abdomen and lean arms it is clear at a glance that Lexi isn’t
any kind of trained soldier. Lexi owes a lot of zer natural androgyny to their elven heritage, an angular,
clean-shaven face with high cheekbones and a triangular chin frames Lexi’s mousey nose and pert lips –
green eyes with hazel speckles hidden away behind round-lensed glasses and a naturally ginger fringe,
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usually swept to the right with the sides kept back where they sweep up behind Lexi’s neck, the left ear
having a faintly elven tip while the right is entirely human-shaped.

Lexi isn’t particularly shy not overly loud, striking somewhere in the middle with somewhat of a book-
worm vibe about them, usually seen hugging a small pile of literature as ze moves about the
headquarters of Galactic Horizon – Lexi has a bit of a tendency to overpack zer backpack when sent out
in the field but you’ll hear no complaints from zer, Lexi is also extremely understanding if people slip up
occasionally or have a tough time getting their head around the way ze chooses to conform to neither
gender.

History and Relationship Notes

Lexington Alabaster McGregor was born alongside his twin sister YE 19 on the agricultural planet of Terra
Multa, a young boy with an ex-NSMC father and an Elven herbalist for a mother who had both settled
down into the farming lifestyle – Lexington was always a bit of a quiet boy, an outsider that didn’t feel
like he fit in anywhere for a lot of his life, the reason why became more apparent when he attended
Osman University and was exposed to a lot more of the universe.

Lexington was quiet about it for the majority of his studies, deciding to get that out of the way before
seeing how this new lifestyle felt – it took Lexington’s Father a little longer to fully understand it but both
parents were understanding and encouraging when their son came out as wanting to identify as non-
binary, Lexi was always a nickname people seemed to adopt and it was neither an overly masculine nor
feminine name so ze stuck with it and moved over east to get a job with Galactic Horizon at the end of YE
40 to become one of their botany experts - and more importantly a person who felt like they had finally
found their true self.

Social Connections

Wesson Lockheed McGregor (Father)

Alix McGregor2) (Mother)

Alexandria Berengaria Mcgregor (Twin Sister)

Kyreese Alder (Uncle)

Serma Rennins3) (Aunt)

Wyatt Fujiwara (cousin)

Brodrik Rennins (Uncle)
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Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Trade, Yamataigo and knows a few Kuznyetski phrases
Sciences: Botany, Microbiology, Geology, Chemistry
Fighting: Reasonably skilled with bolt-action rifles after Lexi’s father taught zer how to hunt game
when ze was young.
Art: rather skilled sketcher, primarily for plants but can also draw rather life-like images of people
and animals.

Inventory

Galactic Horizon 7.62x51mm Sport Shot Hunting Rifle with wooden furniture - Genuine Leather belt with
room for 4 mags - 4 mags Porter Pack

Standard issued equipment and uniform

3000ks

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by SirSkully on 2019/03/13 11:53.

(Put art credits if applicable)

1)

Identifies as non-binary
2)

Maiden Name Alder
3)

Divorced from Kyreese
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